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ABSTRACT

The existence of steady electromagnetic equilibria has

earlier been predicted in terms of an extended formulation of

Maxwell's equations. In this connection a variational problem

was formulated for finding extremum values of the total electric

charge of such equilibria in the ax i symmetric case. In this

paper the variational procedure has been cast into a new form,

in terms of a generating function F. This simplifies the

variational procedure substantially, by incorporating the field

equations of the electric and magnetic potentials into the inte-

grals of the charge q , the magnetic moment M , the mass

m , ~md the angular momentum s of the system.

As a result, the variational procedure reduces to finding

e<:"mum values of q , by varying F under the constraints

of s given asymptotic form of F at infinity, and of one quantum

>"( - Jition. At this stage it appears possible for a set of

» tremum values of q to arise from such a procedure.



1. Introduction

In a series of earlier papers Q-U] an extended formulation

of Maxwell's equations has been proposed, thereby predicting

the existence of longitudinal electric space-charge waves in

vacuo and of steady electromagnetic equilibria. In particular,

axisymmetric equilibria have been outlined, under the quantum

conditions on the magnetic moment in terms of the Bohr magneton

and on the angular momentum in terms of the spin quantum

number [2,4].

As a result of the analysis of these equilibria, the axi-

symmetric configurations were found to have a characteristic

electric charge being of the order of the electronic charge,

and being determined by Plack's constant h and the velocity

c of light. Consequently, this characteristic electric charge

does not become an independent constant of nature, but is

deduced from h and c. An associated question concerns the

search for a minimum (or several minima) of the characteristic

charge, when varying the spatial profiles of the related field

quantities under the constraints of the quantum conditions jjT) •

In other words, a variational principle should be applied to

the theory, such as to deduce extremum values of the electric

charge, and to find out whether these values could become rela-

ted to the charges of such elementary particles as leptons

and quarks.

In this paper the variational principle of the electric

charge will be discussed and cast into a form being convenient

for further detailed calculations. The present analysis is

limited to axisymmetric configurations, but the possibility

of non-axisymmetric equilibrium solutions cannot be excluded

at this stage.



2. The Field Equations and Their Generating Function

A steady axisymmetric configuration is considered in a

frame of spherical coordinates (r,8,q>) in which all field

quantities become independent of <p. The electric charge

density a(r,6), the electric potential •(r,6), and the

magnetic vector potential A(r,0) are in the present theory

Cl-*G related by

o/eQ = (l/r2)D*= (l/r2)[p + (sin8)"
2]cA (1)

={lr ^ I r * +TT2+ <cot6>!e]

j o — + Q snd the SITIS dementi on the two ^ossitj

directions.

A "generating" function F can now be defined by

F = CA - <f (3)

In combination with eq. (1) this yields

CA = - (sine)2DF

D • ljF (5)

o = -(eo/r
2)Df"(sine)2D • l]F (6)



This implies that an arbitrary function F(r,6) can be used

to generate the electric and magnetic potentials $ and A

which are produced by an arbitrary space charge distribution

oft",6} as defined through F by eq. (6). Thus, instead of

making the attempt to integrate eq. (1) for $ and A on

the basis of a given distribution °(r,8)t one can start from

a given generating function F(r,0) to obtain ($,A,o) from

the differential expressions (4)-(6) of F. This latter approach

"builds in" the field equations (1) into the formalism, thereby

simplifying the variational analysis to be specified later.



3- Macroscopic Field Quantities and Quantum Conditions

The earlier defined expressions [2,4] f*or t n e macroscopic

electric charge q , magnetic moment M , mass m , and

angular momentum s become

qo = 2*eo U fdBdr (7)
oo

H r(sin6)fdedr (8)
oo

2 " ^
mo = *<eo /c£) /J fgdOdr (9)

oo

n(eoC/c ) jfj i-(»in6)rgd8dr (10)
00

in the present notation, where

f = -(sine)Djl + (sine)2D|F (11)

g = - [l + 2(sin9)2D|F (12)

The imposed quantum conditions are

m o M o / q o = * n

and

= ± n2h/iU (I1»)



where n, and n are integers.

Attention should be called to the properties and signs

of expressions (7)-(10), as discussed earlier j/Q. Thus, the

total energy of the system can either be represented by inte-

grals in terms of the field energy densities e E /2 and
2B /2v of the electric and magnetic fields E and B, or

in terms of the source energy densities o*/2 and j*A/2 = oCA/2.

The latter representation is chosen here, because it appears

to be justified from the physical point of view. However, the

gauge chosen for $ and A, and the corresponding expression

for F, then have to be specified such as to make the expression

for the total energy the same for both representations. Since
2 2

E > 0 and B > 0 it is further seen that m > 0 whereas

(q , M , s ) can have either sign depending upon the sign of

the electric space charge and of the spin direction as represen-

ted hy C = ± c.



Dimensionless Forms and Degrees of Freedom

For any field quantity Q we now define the corresponding

characteristic "amplitude" Q and the dimensionless "profile

function" Q* = Q/Q_- Consequently,

F = FoF' r = rQr' E rQp e E e' (15)

where (F , r ) now stand for the characteristic amplitude and

length scale of the generating function. Analogously

a = ooo* * = ^4,' A = AoA« (16)

and

D(r,6) = D'(p,9) (17)

but relations (16) do not have to be used when all field quanti-

ties are expressed in terms of F.

With the transformations Q = Q Q' we have

f = - (sine)DTl • (sine)2DnF F1 = F f (18)
L J o o

g = -fl * 2(sine)2DnFoF
f = Fog' (19)

and

( 2 0 )
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Mo = «o C ro Fo JH

•o= '(eo/c2)roFoJm ( 2 2 )

(23)

where

J = J/ f'dedp (24)
q oo

w

M = \\ p(sine)f'dedp (25)
oo

Jm = H f'g'^edp (26)
oo

n
J = J/ p(sine)f'g'dedp (27)
s oo

are dimensionless integrals of the order of unity.

Here the quantum conditions (13) and (14) have to be added,

i.e.

(roFo)
2 = (n2hc/4n

2
eo).|l/Js| - (n^c/4,

2^). |2Jq/J^j (28)

For the lowest value n, = n = 1 this yields an electric charge

determined by

= * V Qo = ̂ ^^o" G = lJ
ql^|J?

 (29)



Introduction of the quantum conditions thus makes it possible

to eliminate r F byo o
conditions in the form

to eliminate r F by means of eq. (28), and to write these

2 " V s ' = |JmJM» (30)

The quantities q and s are therefore determined by the

integrals (21)-(27) only, whereas M and m also depend

on the separate values of F and r according to eqs. (28),

(21) and (22).

In this paper the electric charge q of eq. (29) is of

particular interest. It is given by the characteristic charge

Q , the dimensionless function G which is of order unity,

and by the quantum constraint (30) on the integrals (2*)-(27)-

In particular, to obtain q /e = 1 we would have to arrive

at the value G = e/QQ = 0.12081 = (3//2w
5^2)(1 - 0.0037).
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5. The Variational Problem or the Extremum Electric Charge

The question now arises whether there exists one or several

minimum values of the electric charge q , under the constraints

of the quantum conditions and the field equations of the present

theory. To answer this question a variational principle has

to be developed on the basis of eqs- (29), (30), (18), (19)

and (24)-(27).

All field quantities which are expressed by eqs. (15)-(27)

become uniquely determined by the choice of the generating

function F = FoF
f. The problem of determining r F can be

eliminated from the present variational problem as stated at

the end of Section 4. The formulation of the variational problem

is thus limited to the choice of a class of dimensionless functions

F' = F'(p,e) which satisfy certain boundary and quantum conditions.

Tl»e search for exlremum values of G = ± q /Q therefore implies

that

the function F1 is varied within the entire parameter

range of all axisymmetric functions which generate field

quantities (•', A1, a 1 ) , thereby satisfying the "boundary"

conditions at large distances p which are given by the

asymptotic forms of a charged particle in vacuo;

the variation of F' is performed under the subsidiary

quantum condition (30).

If a set of extreme values would come out of such deductions,

the question arises whether these values could correspond to

equilibria which represent a set of different elementary

particles.
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6. On the Forms of the Generating Function

At this stage some general considerations can be made on

the generating function F and the corresponding integrals

(24)-(27), with respect to the asymptotic forms and to the

magnitude and signs of the local contributions from the factors

f and g defined by eqs. (18) and (19).

6.1. Asymptotic Conditions

At large distances r = r p the electric and magnetic fields

have to approach those from a point charge at the origin having

a dipole magnetic moment. This implies that CA, 4> and a should

have the asymptotic forms

CA = k (sine)/r2 + CA^ A = c /r(sine) (3D
00 A g 8 B"

( 3 2 )

and a = 0 , w h e r e ( k . , k , c . , c ) a r e c o n s t a n t s . We h a v *00 A ' (|)' g A ' gq ,
chosen a gauge for which E = - V((» = 0 and curlA =

O O O

= curl(0,0,A ) = 0. Further (c ., c ) are determined such as

to make the two representations of the total energies consistent

with each other, as described at the end of Section 3. From

eq. (3) the corresponding generating funcion becomes

= k A ( s i n e ) / r 2 - k + / r + CAg - <frg (33)

which i s r e a d i l y seen t o be c o n s i s t e n t wi th e q s . (3)~(6) and

(3D-(32).
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The class of possible functions F is thereby restricted

to those having the asymptotic behaviour given by eq. (33)- We

observe that even the asymptotic form (33) of F does not

become separable with respect to the variables r and 8.

Finally, to obtain finite values of the integrals (7)-(10),

there are also some restrictions on the forms of F at small

values of p. These restrictions will not be further discussed

here.

6.2. The Integrals of the Macroscopic Field Quantities

The integrals (7)-(10) of the macroscopic field quan-

tities have earlier been estimated for some special space

charge distributions , thereby leading to values of

q and s being of the same order as those of the

electron [jQ . When discussing the possible extremum values of

q given by the coefficient G of eq. (29) and the integrals

(7)-(10) which include the "local" values of the factors f

and g in eqs. (11) and (12), the following general remarks

can be made:

- A minimum of G would be obtained for a relatively small

value of |j | in expression (29), as compared to the value

of V\J |. To satisfy the quantum condition (30) at the sames
time, a situation is then imagined in which the integrals

J and JM are relatively small, as compared to the inte-q 1*1
grals J and J . This, in its turn, would become possible

S in

when the contributions from f in the integrals (7) and (8)

are sufficiently small as compared to those of fg in the

integrals (9) and (10).

At this stage it cannot be excluded that, with the Imposed

asymptotic "boundary" conditions and quantum conditions, the

possible "eigenfunction8fl oV the present variational problem

also include functions F for which there are local negative

contribution from f and fg to the integrals (7)-(10).
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A set of extremum values of q is expected to exist. If

this even could include the case q = 0, i.e. a class of
o

neutral particles, is not clear at this stage, It would

require M to vanish, provide*

(13) also holds in such a case.

require M to vanish, provided that the quantum condition

6.3- A Simple Approach to the Variational Froblem

A simple approximate approach to the extremum values

of G can be outlined here. For the normalized function

F'(p,t) = F/FQ a class of profiles in (p,t) space is con-

sidered which includes N*l variable parameters where N

is an integer. Condition (30) then reduces the degree of

freedom to N remaining free parameters which can be varied

to determine the extremum values of G within this class.
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7- Conclusions

The earlier proposed variational problem of Finding extremum

values of the electric charge of steady electromagnetic equilibria

has in this paper been cast into a new form for axisymmetric

configurations. A generating function F has been introduced

by which the field equations of the electric and magnetic poten-

tials can be incorporated into the integrals of the macroscopic

field quantities q , M , m and s . This simplifies the

variational procedure substantially.

As a result, the variational procedure reduces to finding

extremum values of the charge q by varying the function F,

under the constraints of a given asymptotic form of F at infi-

nity, and of one quantum condition.

At this stage it appears possible that a set of extremum

values of q could arise from the variational procedure,

possibly also including the case q = M = 0 of a class of

neutral particles.

The non-axisymmetric case where there is a dependence of

the angle <p has not been considered here, but this case could

possibly lead to a larger class of equilibria.

Stockholm, May 1H, 1989
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